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INTRODUCTION
Colorado Avenue is the central feature of an important corridor
and connection between Manitou Springs and Colorado Springs.
This historic roadway serves a unique collection of land uses,
origins and destinations, livable neighborhoods and walkable
retail areas. Because of its unique service area, Colorado
Avenue is required to perform multiple, sometime conflicting,
functions. As the front door of businesses and neighborhoods, it
must convey both a sense of welcome and the motorists, transit
riders, cyclists, and pedestrians who use it for personal mobility.
In the past, Colorado Avenue operated as a segment of US
Highway 24 (US 24), that connects Leadville and the Central
Rockies to the Pike Peak Area and the eastern plains. However,
in 1964, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) removed Colorado
Avenue’s US 24 designation, when the agencies completed the
Midland Expressway, a four-lane divided highway between
Woodland Park and Colorado Springs. The Midland Expressway
was built parallel to Colorado Avenue, creating a more
convenient by-pass for the longer distance commuters.
Today, Colorado Avenue serves two primary purposes: 1) Main
Street of the Nationally Registered Old Colorado City Historic
District (District) and its surrounding neighborhoods; and 2) a
secondary arterial connecting Manitou Springs to Colorado
Springs.

Colorado Avenue and Old Colorado City

Regional Location Map

Purpose of the Study
At the request of business owners, the City initiated an assessment
of Colorado Avenue between 21st and 31st Streets, with specific
focus between 24th and 27th Streets, to evaluate how the
roadway and public infrastructure could better support the
economic vitality of Old Colorado City. This three-block study of
Colorado Avenue engaged residents and local businesses to
evaluate the mobility choices and accessibility requirements within
Old Colorado City; the quality of the area’s parking; and, the
safety and efficiency of the corridor’s traffic operations within the
District. Project goals were identified to guide this evaluation that
focus the efforts on mobility, accesibility, and the placemaking
required to enhance economic opportunity and neighborhood
character.

Report Organization
This report is divided into four sections: 1) Community Outreach
and Goal Development, outlines the planning process, community
outreach efforts, and project goals; 2) The Context and Corridor
Assessment, summarizes the physical attributes of the area
Colorado Avenue serves and the multimodal assessment of the
roadway’s operation; 3) Potential Strategies, outlines alternative
approaches and solutions to resolve potential conflicts; and 4)
Recommended Actions and Next Steps, outlines the specific

Project Study Area
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actions and steps necessary for advancement of various
improvements in the corridor.

PROCESS AND COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES
Community Involvement was an integral component of the
project’s overall approach. The objective of the effort was to
provide community members and vested stakeholders the
opportunity to share their experiences, perceptions, and ideas
related to Colorado Avenue and its contribution to the long-term
success of Old Colorado City and its surrounding neighborhoods.

Outreach
The process was organized to engage stakeholders to help
develop project objectives from which future alternatives would
be developed and measured. Stakeholders included surrounding
residents, corridor business owners through the Old Colorado
Coty Associates (OCCA) membership, the Old Colorado City
Security and Maintenance District (SMD), and the City of
Colorado Springs. Multiple opportunities and formats for
community involvement included:


Old Colorado City’s Colorado Avenue
Questionnaire





SMD Stakeholder Meeting at Pike’s Peak National Bank,
November 2016 and January 2017
OCCA Meeting at Pike’s Peak National Bank, February
2017
Community Stakeholder Meeting at Old Colorado City
Visitor’s Center, February 2017
Alternative Transportation Advisory Committee at City
Administration building, February 2017
Online Questionnaire open from February 21 - March
31, 2017

The online Survey Monkey™ questionnaire was utilized to obtain
broader community input and additional public stakeholder
feedback. Findings from the questionnaire are summarized below
and are provided in detail within the Appendix.
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What is working well? Four traffic lanes; independent
retail and restaurants; streetscape (i.e., seating,
landscaping, artwork); availability of parking



What is not working well? Event locations (i.e., Farmers
Market); littering; lighting; pavement conditions (i.e.,
cracking sidewalks); availability of parking; and, police
presence (i.e., panhandling, report drug sales in area,
break-ins, vehicles speeding)



3-5 assets in Old Colorado City - Bancroft Park; free
parking; Santa’s Cabin; horse alleys; local stores; patio
seating at area restaurants; library; historic charm



3-5 challenges in Old Colorado City - Bancroft Park
(needs more amenities and repair); sidewalks and streets
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pavement conditions; high traffic speeds; lack of signs
and wayfinding; panhandling and vagrancy; lack of
parking; lack of bike lanes
In addition to the themes gathered from the online questionnaire,
stakeholder themes heard throughout the corridor study included:










Bancroft Park is important and needs improvement;
The historic character of the District is important;
Parking is important to the profitability of the area;
Streetscape and landscape improvements are needed;
Lighting is important along the corridor and decorative
lighting should be considered;
Intersections challenge for both pedestrians and cars;
District wayfinding and pedestrian signs are needed;
Signal timing should be evaluated;
Sidewalk and pavement repairs are desired.
Community Stakeholder Meeting of February 16, 2017 provided
insights on how Colorado Avenue is currently serving the community
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Project Goals
Together, stakeholders, neighbors, merchants, and property
owners identified several project goals to guide the development
and evaluation of alternatives concepts for the corridor. Three
main goals emerged.

Mobility

GOAL #1 - Mobility
improvements should
allow residents, employees and
visitors to get where they need to
go reliably and efficiently.

Old Colorado City’s mobility improvements should allow residents,
employees and visitors to get where they need to go reliably and
efficiently. Transportation improvements should be wellintegrated solutions which optimize performance for each mode
of travel and strengthen the corridor’s and surrounding
neighborhood’s livability and economic vitality. Every effort
should attempt to maximize the efficiency and performance of
the existing system and integrate it with a regional strategy to
ensure it increases multimodal travel options while strengthening
the interconnectedness and viability of Colorado Avenue, Old
Colorado City, and the surrounding Westside Neighborhood.

Accessibility
Old Colorado City should capable of being enjoyed by people of all
ages and mobility levels. The area should continually evolve to
ensure residents and visitors feel at ease with their surroundings
and are comfortable and capable of moving around regardless
of their age or mobility level. It must be a place that is easily
understood by everyone ensuring the walking environment is
universally accessible and provides visual and physical directness
between business and other destinations and convenient parking.

Placemaking
GOAL #2 – Colorado
Avenue should be capable
of being enjoyed by people
of all ages and mobility levels.

Ensure transportation investments in Old Colorado City contribute to
an integrated sense of place. The role of the District and the
greater neighborhood are intertwined. Future economic
opportunities are tied to creating a cohesive community character
and sense of place between corridor, District, and community. All
are interconnected: Colorado Avenue, Old Colorado City, and
the surrounding neighborhoods can generate more profound
positive impacts then if they are planned and designed together
rather than separately.

CONTEXT AND CORRIDOR ASSESSMENT

GOAL #3 – Investments
should contribute to an
integrated sense of place
between Old Colorado City and
the Westside Neighborhood
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A multidisciplinary approach was applied to the Colorado
Avenue assessment because of the variety of issues influencing the
study area. The context of the Corridor was examined to
establish a baseline from which analysis and solutions could be
suggested. Six aspects of the area were evaluated: historic
circulation patterns; environmental systems; land use and zoning;
the corridor’s transportation systems (street network, transit
operations, traffic operations and bicycle circulation); District
parking; and, area’s accessibility.

Mobility, Parking, and Economic Opportunity Assessment

Historic Circulation Patterns
In 1859, Colorado City (today’s Old Colorado City) was in the
Kansas Territory and was used as a supply town and commercial
area for miners during the Pikes Peak Gold Rush. It became the
capitol of the Colorado Territory in 1861 for five days until the
state voted the capital to be moved due to inadequate lodging
accommodations. In 1917, resources had dwindled and
Colorado City was incorporated into Colorado Springs. [Source:
Jerome C. Smiley, Semi-Centennial History of Colorado, (Chicago: Lewis,
1913) 367-369 and Uncover Colorado. (2017). Old Colorado City,
Colorado. Retrieved from Uncover Colorado: http://
www.uncovercolorado.com /towns/old-Colorado-city]

Corridor Street Network circa 1890

Since its beginnings, Colorado Avenue functioned as both a
regional thoroughfare between downtown Colorado Springs,
Manitou Springs, and areas further west, and as a local Main
Street for Old Colorado City.
In July of 1960, Interstate 25 opened connecting Denver to
Colorado Springs and Pueblo. The new I-25 project included the
Cimarron Street interchange. Though temporary (3 years), the I25 and Cimarron Street interchange construction increased the
regional mobility demands on Colorado Avenue. Regional traffic
from I-25 interested in going to Manitou Springs, Pikes Peak and
beyond, were tempted to use Colorado Avenue.

Corridor Street Network circa 1960

The Midland Expressway between the I-25 and the Cimarron
Interchange and Manitou Springs opened in 1964. The US 24
designation shifted from Colorado Avenue to the Midland
Expressway. This new parallel route functioned as the regional
by-pass to Colorado Avenue. The Midland Expressway was
intentionally designed to divert the higher speed, longer distance,
regional traffic away from Colorado Avenue. For the first time
since its inception, Colorado Avenue’s functional role was now
that of a local connector and Main Street for Old Colorado City
and only a secondary route to US 24 for when there was an
incident.
Today, the CDOT has finished a reconstruction of the I-25 and
Cimarron Interchange to upgrade the interchange and improve its
safety and regional connectivity to the Midland Expressway.
Traffic operations on the Colorado Avenue corridor may be
further shifted from the more historic regional connections east
and west, to more of a local roadway network with 21st, 26th,
and 31st Streets providing access to US 24.
The most recent improvements to the Cimarron Interchange will
also allow Colorado Avenue to operate even more as a retail
Main Street for the Old Colorado City and reinforce the area as
one of the City’s top tourist destinations, a center for history,
shopping, events, and entertainment, and less as a regional
transportation corridor.

Corridor Street Network circa 1964

Corridor Street Network Today
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Environment
Colorado Avenue generally runs north of and parallel to Fountain
Creek. The creek and the area’s topography have limited the
development of a numerous parallel streets. Only US 24 and
Pikes Peak Avenue are continuously parallel to Colorado Avenue
in the study area. A parallel recreation trail along Fountain
Creek has developed over-time.

Land Use and Zoning

Topography
and Hydrology

Land uses along the Colorado Avenue are a general mix of
commercial and retail businesses surrounding by single family
residential. Walk-up retail land uses, including antique shops,
boutiques, galleries, jewelry, restaurants and specialty shops,
occupy the buildings’ ground floors along Colorado Avenue
between 24th and 27th streets. The corridor maintains a mix of
one, two, and three story buildings which line the streets with little
or no setbacks. The District is pedestrian oriented and maintains a
strong historic character.
The study area is surrounded by the primarily single family
historic Westside Neighborhood. The area is revitalizing as more
people move into the area to enjoy being close to downtown with
a strong pedestrian and historic neighborhood feel.
Zoning along the Colorado Avenue consists of a thin veneer of
commercial zoning (General Business, C-6), surrounded by a mix
of residential zonings ranging between R-1 to R5. Higher density
residential zoning is generally north of Colorado Avenue in the
western portions of the study area, near 31st Street. Most of the
Westside Neighborhood is zoned R-1. Properties along the
corridor are largely built-out. As a result, no significant changes
which would increase traffic in the area are anticipated.

Existing Land Use

Zoning
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Transportation System
Street Network
Old Colorado City and the Westside Neighborhood have an
interconnected street network. This robust network is a
transportation asset and an important feature to the area’s longterm success. The complete street network allows motorists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians multiple routing options to move within
and through the corridor. Connected streets tend to distribute
trips, instead of concentrating them. Connected streets shorten
trips lengths allowing walking and bicycling to be viable
transportation options and reduce vehicle miles of travel.
The inherent flexibility of the study area’s connected streets
allows Old Colorado City and the Westside Neighborhood the
ability to better integrate land use, economic, and transportation
solutions along Colorado Avenue. Disconnected street networks
which concentrate traffic on a single corridor tend to require
communities to look at arterial corridors more as traffic conduits
where there is less flexibility to integrating transportation
solutions with economic and livability opportunities.

Complete Street
Network

Old Colorado City’s effective street network illustrates which
streets in the study area provide parallel routes to Colorado
Avenue. US 24, the Midland Expressway, is designed to
accommodate the longer and higher speed regional trips in the
corridor, while Pikes Peak Avenue, which is mostly residential,
functions as a local street serving both the Westside
Neighborhood and Old Colorado City. Cucharas Avenue, which
offers a mix of land uses, is not continuously parallel to Colorado
Avenue, but is an asset as a bike corridor and for trail access.
Future transportation solutions for Colorado Avenue should be
examined in partnership with both US 24, Pikes Peak Avenue,
and Cucharas Avenue. Each street plays role in ensuring vehicles,
transit, bicycling, and walking are all partners in a mobility
network that serves the economic needs of Old Colorado City
and the livability requirements of the Westside Neighborhood.

Effective Street
Network

Street Operations
Colorado Avenue is a four-lane arterial roadway between 21st
and 31st Streets. The corridor maintains left-turn lanes for nearly
half of the 5,600-foot corridor. The three-block specific study
area consists of two through lanes in each direction with left turn
lanes serving 24th, Colbrunn, 25th, and 26th, Streets. On-street
parking is allowed for most of the corridor between 22nd and
30th streets.
Nine of the corridor’s twelve intersections (21st, 24th, Colbrunn,
25th, 26th, 27th, 29th, 30th, and 31st Streets) are signalized with an
average spacing of 625 feet per signal. There is also a
pedestrian actuated crossing signal on Colorado Avenue located
mid-block between 23rd and 24th Streets. Each intersection within

Colorado
Avenue Street
Operations
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the specific study area (between 24th and 27th Streets) is
signalized.
The high concentration of signalized intersections compromises
traffic efficiency along Colorado Avenue in favor of two primary
objectives: 1) assist pedestrians in crossing Colorado Avenue, and
2) allowing side street traffic safer access and egress to and
from Colorado Avenue.
The posted speed limit on Colorado Avenue is 25 miles per hour
(mph). However, a speed study of the corridor was conducted to
verify many stakeholder claims of high speed traffic in the
corridor elevating pedestrian comfort and safety concerns.

Travel speed and pedestrian survival. Graphic
Source: Kimley-Horn. Data Source: Rosen E, Sander
U. Pedestrian fatality risk as a function of car
The results confirmed stakeholder uneasiness. The study
impact speed. Accid Anal Prev 2009; 41:536-542 confirmed the prevailing 85th percentile of Colorado Avenue
traffic is traveling between 32 and 38 mph. The full results of
the study are documented in the Appendix of this report.
Level of Signalized Intersection
Service
Average Total Delay
Numerous studies from around the US have documented an
(Sec/veh)
exponential
relationship between increasing travel speeds and
A
≤ 10
likeliness
of
a
pedestrian fatality. In short, the data suggest that
B
> 10 and ≤ 20
pedestrians have a 90% survival rates for a collision with a car
C
> 20 and ≤ 35
traveling 20 mph. However, the survival rate plummets to 10%
when a collision occurs at 40 mph.
D
> 30 and ≤ 55
E
> 55 and ≤ 80
Traffic Operations
F
> 80
A traffic analysis of the corridor between 21st and 31st Streets
Traffic Levels of Service. Definitions provided from was completed. This analysis was based on traffic counts
the Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report
conducted in both summer and winter. These counts indicated a
209, Transportation Research Board, 2010.
peak traffic hour during a Friday afternoon in summer. This peak
hour was evaluated to determine overall corridor performance
and intersection Level of Service (LOS).
The study area intersections were also analyzed based on
average total delay analysis for signalized intersections to
determine if there were any trouble spots. The LOS for a
signalized intersection is defined for each approach and for the
overall intersection.
All Colorado Avenue approaches operate with LOS D or better,
while the side street approaches operate with LOS E or better.
Five of the corridor’s nine signalized intersections operate at an
average LOS A. 30th Street is operating at LOS C. Two
intersections, 21st and 31st Streets, are operating at acceptable
LOS D.
Current traffic operations
show 21st and 31st Street
intersections operating near
capacity with LOS D. 30th Street
operates as LOS C. All three should retain
their configuration into the future.
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Based on this analysis, it is suggested 21st, 30th and 31st Streets’
intersections retain their current configurations to operate
efficiently into the future. All other intersection could be
reconfigured, if the community so chooses, and would continue to
operate at an acceptable LOS.
An existing traffic volume stress test was also conducted for the
Colorado Avenue corridor. In this analysis, Colorado Avenue was
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reduced from two lanes in each direction with left-turns at
selected intersections to one lane in each direction with continuous
two-way left-turn lane for all remining intersections. Three
intersections remained unchanged: 21st, 30th and 31st Streets.
The analysis concluded that during the peak hour, the overall
arterial delay between 21st and 31st Streets would be 65
seconds and would result in an additional corridor delay of only
7 seconds. Each of the five intersections accommodating the
potential lane reduction would continue to operate at an LOS A.
The average overall travel speed along the corridor would
change only 1 mph, from 15 mph to 14 mph. Given the
predicted LOS and traffic volumes entering and crossing the
corridor from these side street intersections, it is likely that some
signals could be eliminated. Thought signal elimination was not
specifically analyzed, the details of the traffic volumes and
predicted LOS is included in the traffic analysis technical
memorandum included in the Appendix.

Transit Operations
Old Colorado City is served by two Mountain Metropolitan
Transit routes, Lines 3 and 16. Line 3, Colorado Avenue, provides
service every 30 minutes between Downtown Colorado Springs
and Manitou Springs. Line 16, Brookside Street, provides 60minute service between Nevada Avenue and Navajo Street, and
19th Street & Henderson Avenue.

A stress test illustrates Colorado Avenue would
continue to function well with one lane in each
direction and left-turn lanes between 22th and
29th Streets.

Currently, transit provides an important mobility service ensuring
all Colorado Springs residents can access the metropolitan
region. Unfortunately, low frequency routes, 30-minutes or
longer, do not provide reliable enough service to influence the
transportation choices of individuals that have the opportunity to
drive an automobile. Studies have shown more frequent
headways, 15 minutes or faster, are needed to influence
individuals who have transportation choices.
Today, transit service in the corridor, while important, does not
provide significant capacity which could affect the performance
of the Colorado Avenue corridor. One vehicular travel lane
carries between 800-1000 cars per hour. A bus service with 30min. frequency supplements the roadway’s capacity by providing
an additional capacity of 100 people per hour. If bus
frequencies were increased to 15 minutes, it would reliably
increase the person capacity of the corridor by 200 people per
hour and up to 600 people per hour with 5 minute frequencies, a
20% and 60% increase in capacity respectively.

Bicycle Network
The bicycle network serving Old Colorado City utilizes both on
and off-street facilities. Every street in the study area, except
Colorado Avenue, safely accommodates bicyclists of all ability
levels. However, the current configuration of Colorado Avenue as
a five-lane facility, prevents the designation of the corridor as a
bicycle facility.

Mountain Metropolitan
Transit Service
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The parallel east-west bicycle facilities in the study area include
the Midland Trail, which extends from Manitou Springs to
Colorado Springs, and Pikes Peak Avenue. The Midland Trail
generally follows the right-of-way of Fountain Creek and US 24
(the Midland Expressway). Unfortunately, the trail is not
continuous. A portion of the Midland Trail, between 21st and 25th
Streets, operates as a Bike Boulevard along 25th and Cucharras
Avenue. Pikes Peak Avenue, north of Colorado Avenue, operates
as a designated Bicycle Route.
Old Colorado City is an important destination for Colorado
Springs and the popular land uses along Colorado Avenue will
always be attractive to bicyclists from around the City.
Depending on the ultimate configuration of Colorado Avenue,
two bicycle mobility and safety improvements to the corridor are
suggested: 1) if Colorado Avenue retains its existing cross section,
or utilizes a new cross section which cannot accommodate
designated bike lanes, Pikes Peak Avenue should be upgraded
from a designated Bike Route to that of a Bike Boulevard; 2) if a
reconfiguration of Colorado Avenue allows an on-street bike
facility, it is suggested either a conventional Bike lane, or that of
a protected bike lane be added to the roadway.
Colorado Avenue and its many destinations do
not have a bicycle facility. However, a parallel
bicycle network in the study area is emerging.

A bike boulevard is a low-speed street which has been
"optimized" for bicycle traffic. Bicycle boulevards generally
discourage cut-through motor-vehicle traffic but allow local
motor-vehicle traffic. They are designed to give priority to
bicyclists as through-going traffic. While the bike boulevard is
an attractive solution for Pike Peak Avenue, it does not improve
the bicycling conditions of Colorado Avenue. It would allow bike
cyclists to access business along Colorado from the alley to the
rear. A bike lane solution, if possible, would improve the
bicycling environment along Colorado Avenue.
Finally, regardless of Colorado Avenue’s ultimate configuration,
the City should seek to complete the Midland Trail as an offstreet facility between 25th and 21st Streets. Deliberate
improvements would occur over time and through redevelopment
requests initiated by the land owner.

Parking
Old Colorado City maintains a healthy mix of commercial,
residential, cultural and civic opportunities all within a
comfortable walking environment. The street network, block
pattern, and building stock have successfully accommodated
redevelopment while preserving the charm of the Historic District.

Old Colorado City Public Parking Facilities
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Today, in addition to mobility concerns, parking is a challenge
needing to be addressed to ensure the economic sustainability of
Old Colorado City. The traditional issues of parking, supply and
demand, as well as, and more importantly, customer experience
and convenience, are central to balancing economic strategies for
Old Colorado City with the community character and livability
needs of the Historic District and the Westside Neighborhood.
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To sustain economic vitality, there needs to be a balance between
the creation of a quality walkable environment with the
competitive market reality of convenient and legible parking
within Old Colorado City.

Inventory
Parking supply in Old Colorado City is grouped into two general
categories: public (on-street and surface lots); and private
(surface lots). This analysis focuses on the 51 public parking
spaces along Colorado Avenue and the 149 spaces within the
three-public surface lots in the study area. This analysis, does not
include the approximately 150 additional on-street public
parking spaces on the side streets, fronting the six blocks of the
District.

Parking Facility Standard
Stalls
On-Street 51
Off-Street 141
South Lot 11
North Lot 84
25th Street Lot 46

Accessible
Stalls
0
8
1
4
3

Old Colorado City Public Parking Supply

Occupancy and Utilization
A utilization assessment of Colorado Avenue’s on-street facilities
between 23rd and 27th Streets was conducted using 2016
parking meter revenues. The occupancy was calculated based on
hours of meter enforcement (nine hours during business day), with
261 business days, less nine holidays and special events, for a
total of 2,268 possible hours per parking space meter during the
given year. The calculated occupancy, however, does not account
for time violations, or vehicles parked without payment or that
overstay their payment.
A parking system is considered at effective capacity when
occupancy approaches 85% of capacity. The 15% excess supply
keeps the time required to find a parking space within reason
and promotes a perception of adequate parking. When parking
occupancy exceeds these levels, there may be delays and
frustration in finding a space from patrons.
The data suggests all four blocks of Colorado Avenue are being
heavily utilized. However, only one block, between Colbrunn and
25th Street, is operating near, or at capacity.

Customer Experience
This preliminary parking analysis found Colorado Avenue’s onstreet locations are nearing capacity. While further analysis is
warranted, it appears the public surface parking lots and
secondary on-street spaces in Old Colorado City are also not
being fully utilized.

Block Face

Total
Hours

Hours
Paid

Occ.

Colorado Ave North
24th – Colbrunn 6,696
3,516
53%
3,659
82%
Colbrunn - 25th St 4,464
17,951 67%
25th - 26th St 26,784
26th - 27th St 11,160
5,818
52%
Colorado Ave South
24th – Colbrunn St 8,928
1,733
20%
15,228 76%
Colbrunn - 25th St 20,088
8,184
61%
25th - 26th St 13,392
26th - 27th St 22,320
12,854 58%
Total 113,832 68,987 61%
Colorado Avenue On-Street Parking Utilization.
Source: City of Colorado Parking Division

It seems Old Colorado City currently doesn’t have a parking
“problem” or deficit of parking spaces, as much as it has a
“distribution challenge”. Initial parking strategies should focus on
extending the reach of the pedestrian and improving the District’s
graphics and wayfinding to better communicate where convenient
parking is located.
Studies from around the US have shown customers are willing to
walk between 300 to 600 feet from parking to their destinations
while employee parkers are willing to trek between 1,200 to
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1,500 feet from their car to their offices. Studies also indicate
people would be willing to nearly double the walking distance if
they were walking in a high-quality walking environment.
Together an improved walking environment with better District
wayfinding for drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians would encourage
area visitors and employees to walk further and better utilize the
lesser used parking spaces throughout Old Colorado City.

Accessibility and the Pedestrian Realm
The accessibility of Colorado Avenue and quality of the corridor’s
pedestrian realm are another critical component to the long-term
economic viability of Old Colorado City and the livability of the
Westside Neighborhood.
Accessibility and Pedestrian Experience Challenges

The assessment of these two variables was measured through site
analysis, public observations, and specific business owners’
concerns related to the following six principles which are
regularly identified as essential to a walkable environment. The
detailed results of the assessment are illustrated in the Appendix
of this report.
Accessible - A place that can be enjoyed by people of all ages
and mobility levels.
Comfortable - A place where visitors feel at ease with their
surroundings and provides a feeling of safety and personal
security.
Connected - A place that links multiple routes to multiple activities
and resources regardless if individuals arrive by car, transit, or
bicycle before they move around on-foot.

Aging Infrastructure.

Convenient - A place which is easily understood by its residents,
employees and visitors by ensuring the walking environment
provides visual and physical directness between destinations.
Engaging - A visually rich place with interrelated parts allowing
visitors and residents of all ages connect with each other and the
environment.
Vibrant - A place that pulsates with life, vigor, and activity.
Old Colorado City and the Westside Neighborhood were
designed in a traditional manner that provided for the movement
of pedestrians. However, the accessibility of the corridor and the
quality of the pedestrian realm within the District has eroded as
the streetscape has aged and the accessibility requirements of
the Americans Disability Act (ADA) have evolved to better
accommodate the mobility needs of individuals of all ages and
mobility levels.

Accessibility
The accessibility of Colorado Avenue was visually evaluated
against guidelines established within the ADA. In general, most of
Accessibility challenges of pedestrian ramps.
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the intersections pedestrian facilities do not comply with current
ADA guidelines.
The majority of pedestrian crosswalks, or more specifically, the
pedestrian ramps at the crosswalks are either too narrow, or too
steep. Most ramps also do not provide enough contrast in surface
color, or texture, at the edge of the ramps next to the roadway.
Minimum ADA width standards for ramps is 48 inches. The
minimum slope standards for ramps is 8.3%, or one inch rise for
every foot of run. Most of the ramps are less than 48 inches wide
and exceed the minimum slope of 8.3%. Most of the pedestrian
ramps in the corridor do not provide enough color, or texture,
contrast to help the visually impaired discern the edge of the
ramp and vehicular travel way.

Pedestrian Realm
The pedestrian realm of Old Colorado City is aging. The last
major streetscape improvement project occurred in the 1980s.
While the age of this streetscape has blessed the community with
mature trees and landscaping, several areas of the roadway’s
core infrastructure including curbing, paved areas, driveways,
and sidewalks have begun to deteriorate. Some areas in various
states of disrepair confirm business owner’s and stakeholder’s
frequently raised concerns about the deteriorating condition of
the streetscape.

Accessibility challenges of pedestrian ramps.

The pedestrian realm of Colorado Avenue is organized in the
conventional three-part format involving a shy, walkway, and
furnishing area. The design utilizes traditional historic materials
of brick, iron, and wood.
The shy is the one to two-foot area adjacent to the buildings. This
area described as the shy because pedestrian tend to maintain a
natural “shy” distance from the buildings.
The walkway is the path for pedestrians to travel. The ADA
minimum width of the walkway is five-feet. Walkway widths
tend to increase in areas with higher pedestrian volumes. Most
walkways in walkable commercial districts similar to Old
Colorado City range between 8 to 12 feet. It is important to
note the shy’s dimension is typically not considered as a part of
the walkway’s dimension.
The portion of the pedestrian realm located between the
walkway and the roadway is referred to as the furnishing zone,
or amenity zone. The furnishing zone functions as the buffer, or
barrier, that separates pedestrians from the roadway and
moving traffic. The furnishing zone is the most significant area of
the pedestrian realm that defines the aesthetics of the corridor.

Existing space in the pedestrian realm may be
overprogrammed and limit comfort and
functionality.

Furnishing zones are typically reserved for the corridor’s
landscaping, lighting, planters, utilities, and gathering or seating
areas. The size of furnishing zone typically varies based on
available right-of-way.
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The quality of Colorado Avenue’s pedestrian realm, while
beautiful, appears to be over-programed and cluttered. The shy,
which should be clear, is being used in many locations for store
signs, merchandising and seating areas. This cluttering of the shy
zone shifts the natural shy into the walkway, reducing the
pedestrian path’s functional utility.
The furnishing zone, in many areas, has little space for
pedestrians as fencing intended on preserving lawn areas has
limited the availability and utilization, in some areas, of over half
of the pedestrian realm.
Incremental programming decisions, while well intended, have
compromised the overall quality of the pedestrian realm of
Colorado Avenue and confused the branding concept of the
original streetscape design.
Signs are cluttering highly visibility areas. Fencing has created
confusing situations where trash cans are separated from
pedestrian areas. In many areas, the spaces left for pedestrians
are tight.

A more cohesive design for the Colorado
Avenue pedestrian may improve branding and
placemaking.

A specific challenge with Colorado Avenue pedestrian
accessibility is reflected by the north side curb line. Due to grade
differences between the building entrances and the street level, a
unique “double” curb line has been installed.
The height of this curb interferes with parking functionality
including opening doors and accessing businesses. Some users
may not be comfortable navigating the steps heights required or
be able to park near more accessible ramps.
A reexamination of the pedestrian realm is encouraged to ensure
the corridor’s functionality and environment is being fully utilized
in maximizing the economic performance and visitor experience in
the Historic District.

MOVING FORWARD
Stakeholder input and professional analysis of issues facing
Colorado Avenue, Old Colorado City, and the Westside
Neighborhood clearly reveal the transportation infrastructure of
the corridor is interconnected to the economic performance of the
business district and livability of the surrounding neighborhood.
The Colorado Avenue corridor and its complete street network
enables the Old Colorado City and Westside Neighborhood,
opportunities for alternative solutions to Colorado Avenue.

The north side of Colorado Avenue has a
significant grade difference from building
entrances.

This transportation analysis demonstrates Colorado Avenue no
longer functions as the regional mobility corridor moving cars
between Manitou Springs to Colorado Springs; but rather,
Colorado Avenue functions as a people oriented community main
street for Old Colorado City and the Westside Neighborhood.
While traffic improvements are needed at specific intersections
on Colorado Avenue, it appears Old Colorado City and the
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Westside Neighborhood would benefit more from community
based investments in the Colorado Avenue’s streetscape and
pedestrian environment; District parking and wayfinding; and,
bicycle and transit facilities.
However, many of these potential community based
improvements may be premature. This transportation analysis,
while comprehensive, did not integrate potential solutions with a
long-range vision for Old Colorado City and Westside
Neighborhood.
A long-range land use and economic vision for Old Colorado City
and Westside Neighborhood is needed to better guide potential
transportation and community investments. An integrated land
use and transportation vision for the corridor would ensure the
potential improvements identified in this analysis meet the
community’s expectations for the corridor’s future.
Three basic transportation strategies for Colorado Avenue have
emerged for consideration and input. These strategies represent
clear choices in investment priority that will shape the functionality
and character of the corridor. Simply put, they illustrate corridor
outcomes based on allocating the existing right-of-way for the
range of potential priorities.
1. Traffic and vehicle/bicycle mobility
2. Parking and driver/rider accessibility
3. Pedestrian realm and walkability

The right solution for
Colorado Avenue will
integrate transportation
choices and neighborhood
goals in a mutually sustainable strategy.

Three basic strategies to address identified
goals illustrate the range of choices in
allocating right-of-way in the corridor.

Each strategy is viable from a mobility
perspective; but emphasize a different focus
area important to the corridor’s economic
development, accessibility and placemaking
goals. No strategy is mutually exclusive and
specific actions identified could be
incorporated into a new and integrated
approach.
However, before moving forward, the City
would like additional community and land use
input to identify community preferences and
guide priorities and potential investments.
For example, dedicated bike lanes on
Colorado Avenue were not generally
supported, but bicycle movement through and
within the neighborhood should be considered
as part of a complete street network.
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Strategy Option #1 – Prioritize Traffic Operations
This first potential strategy prioritizes traffic operations by
retaining the existing cross section of Colorado Avenue. On-street
parking would remain unchanged. A median is introduced along
with corner curb-extensions to improve the aesthetics and safety
of the corridor. The median may be landscaped or otherwise
differentiated from travel lanes and can be effective in reducing
travel speeds. Traffic operations may be improved by
eliminating specific traffic signals.
A median also provides opportunities to create pedestrian
refuges at crossing locations. The creation of mid-block
pedestrian crossing may further reduce speeds.
At a minimum, needed accessibility improvements are made to
the pedestrian realm to meet ADA requirements as show below.
In some cases, curb extensions may be introduced parallel to
Colorado Avenue.

Goals

Features

 Maintain current 4 lanes of traffic plus
median
Mobility
 Reduce speeds through use of median
treatments, mid-block pedestrian crossings
 Parking unchanged
Accessibility  Address ADA ramps at corners with curb
extensions
 Corner curb extensions provide more
pedestrian space
Placemaking
 Reduce tree lawn to widen walkways
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Considerations
 Keeps current allocation of space and
makes enhancements where space allows
 Current lanes encourage speeding
 Perceived lack of street parking
 Parking access to sidewalks remains a
challenge with existing curb locations and
grades
 Pedestrian access improved with corner
bump-outs and medians to provide refuge
at crossings

Mobility, Parking, and Economic Opportunity Assessment

Current configuration
of Colorado Avenue Streetscape

Strategy Option #1
Block corner configuration – right
Typical block - below
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Strategy Option #2 – Prioritize Parking
Accommodation
This second possibility prioritizes the addition of on-street
parking through a lane reduction and introduction of angle
parking. This solution increases on street parking in the corridor
by nearly 50%. Traffic operations are marginally impacted, but
reduced speeds enhance safety for all users.
Pedestrian improvements would be concentrated at the corners
through curb extensions and ADA improvement. No meaningful
improvements to the pedestrian realm would occur other than at
block corners. The pedestrian experience may be improved with
the separation of traffic.
This option meets a stated District objective of increasing onstreet parking. Diagonal parking adds a significant amount of
spaces, but requires the width gained by reducing travel lanes. It
also requires drivers to back into through traffic when leaving.

Goals

Features

Considerations







 Reduced number of traffic
lanes has minimal impact on
traffic operations
 Allocates more space to
parking
 Pull in diagonal parking
preferred by stakeholders potential safety risk for cyclists
 Parking access to sidewalks
and buildings remains a
challenge

Provide two lanes of traffic with continuous median
Reduced speeds with fewer lanes
Continuous diagonal parking increases supply by 50%
Diagonal parking impacts vehicle and bicycle traffic
Accessibility
Corner curb extensions and reduced lanes minimizes
crossing distances
 Further separates traffic and pedestrian realm with
parking
Placemaking  Provides minimal additional space for pedestrians, but
reduces tree lawn in narrowest blocks

Mobility
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Current configuration
of Colorado Avenue Streetscape

Strategy Option #2
Block corner configuration – right
Typical block - below
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Strategy Option #3 – Invest in the Pedestrian Realm
The third option for consideration focuses on improving the
pedestrian realm of Colorado Avenue through a lane reduction,
corner curb extensions, and expansion of the sidewalks. This
alternative increases the on-street parking supply by nearly
25%, making it consistent block-to-block.
Traffic operations in this solution are marginally impacted, but
this could be mitigated with the elimination of some traffic signals.
Signals at every cross street are as no longer required to protect
pedestrian movements with only one travel lane in each direction.
Significantly more space is allocated to the pedestrian realm to
provide room for sidewalk and business activity both mid-block
and at the corners. This reallocation of space communicates the
importance of the pedestrian to the area and provides space for
correction of grade issues on the north side of the street.
This third option appears to best meet the overall objectives of
this study for mobility, accessibility, and placemaking. This study
was focused on potential changes to streetscape within the study
area. However, a more integrated long-range land use and
community vision may not reach the same conclusions. Changes to
the operation and character of Colorado Avenue should support
the vision for the larger neighborhood, the corridor, and the
community.

Goals

Features

 Provide two lanes of traffic with continuous median
 Reduce speeds with fewer lanes
 Provide more consistent parallel parking increasing
supply by 25%
Accessibility
 Address ADA ramps at corners with curb extensions
 Provide significantly more space outside curbs even in
narrowest
Accessibility
challenges
ofblocks
pedestrian ramps.
Placemaking
 Flexible use for pedestrians, outside vendors, public
art, etc.

Mobility
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Considerations
 Reduced number of traffic lanes has
minimal impact on traffic operations
 Parking increased with consistent
block to block layout
 More space allocated outside curbs
to pedestrians and business
interface.
 Reduced curb to curb width allows
correction of north side grade issues

Mobility, Parking, and Economic Opportunity Assessment

Current configuration
of Colorado Avenue Streetscape

Strategy Option #3
Block corner configuration – right
Typical block - below
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS & NEXT STEPS
Study Outcomes
The intent of this study was to develop recommendations for
improvements on Colorado Avenue that would support enhanced
mobility for all users, parking and accessibility improvements, and
specific placemaking strategies to enhance the economic
opportunity in this critical commercial area. Through the study
process, it became apparent that any recommended investment
has impacts to the larger District, corridor, and neighborhoods.
The Colorado Avenue corridor will continue to serve to connect
neighborhoods from Downtown Colorado Springs to Manitou
Springs. It serves a wide range of users including vehicles, transit,
cyclists, and pedestrians and provides front door access to the
places where people work, live, and play. Changes to the
corridor within the District impact travelers and residents,
shoppers and store owners.

The outcomes of a sustainable plan for
Colorado Avenue will support all users through
an integrated approach that considers the
larger neighborhood.

The larger neighborhoods surrounding and adjacent to the study
area are intrinsically connected to the Old Colorado City Historic
District and the commercial area. Mobility and parking choices
within the District will impact how people travel in and through
the neighborhoods. Sustained economic opportunity requires a
cohesive identity and support of the larger District and a
complementary vision for the neighborhood.
Within the historic District itself, the strategy choices require a
cohesive future vision. Any placemaking improvements to the
streetscape should reflect the supported aspirations business
owners and residents. There is limited public right of way that
must serve vehicles, pedestrians, and other users to provide safe
mobility and access. The right of way must also provide space to
create the walkable, livable, and memorable place that creates
an environment for activity and economic opportunity.

Recommendations
After discussions with City staff and stakeholders, the
recommendation of the study team is to build upon this focused
analysis of the Colorado Avenue project and consider a larger
range of needs and solutions to develop a more sustainable way
forward. While this study demonstrated that street right of way
could be reallocated from vehicle travel lanes to other uses with
minimal impact to vehicular travel, it is not conclusive that a lane
reduction would be in the best interest of the larger corridor or
neighborhoods. Without this investigation, there is little consensus
on:
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The preferred allocation between vehicles, pedestrians,
and other users
The neighborhood identity necessary to build a place
that communicates the values and sense of place

Mobility, Parking, and Economic Opportunity Assessment

Next Steps
The study identified several specific considerations and
opportunities that should further evaluated in any next steps for
Colorado Avenue and the Old Colorado Historic District.

Corridor Wide Considerations
The character and function of Colorado Avenue can be
leveraged to enhance connections of activity centers from
Downtown Colorado Springs to Manitou Springs.
Mobility and Economic Opportunity
Transit and trail opportunities should be evaluated on a larger
corridor wide scale to determine the right solutions for the
community. For example, Mountain Metro transit currently
provides connecting services from Downtown to the Manitou
Springs shuttles that connect to area attractions. This connection
does not currently enhance the opportunity for visitors to enjoy
attractions along the entire corridor and connect centers of
activity. Similarly, better connectivity for the Midland Trail offers
an opportunity to provide mobility choices to serve a diverse
community.
Placemaking and Neighborhood Stitching
The Old Colorado City Historic District certainly represents a
cornerstone of history and economic vitality for the corridor and
the entire Colorado Springs community. Considering these key
qualities as potential catalysts of sustainable community vibrancy
can enhance any investments made to improve Colorado Avenue
functionality.

Next Steps should be considered, defined, and
planned to enhance economic opportunity and
community character through the functional
support of personal mobility and safe access
for all users.

For example, a corridor wide streetscape plan can provide a
tool for “stitching” neighborhoods together as complementary
partners. Not to say the streetscape needs to be unchanging
along its entire length, but a common language of design
elements and a cohesive strategy can communicate a larger
place while recognizing the diversity of land use and context
along the corridor. The historic District, the emerging businesses
just west of I-25, and the blocks between represent untapped
opportunity to create a more robust and resilient community.

District and Neighborhood Considerations
Complete Street Network
Colorado Avenue functionality should be considered in the
larger network of streets. Complete street concepts that include
allocating space for every type of user on each street often
compromises street functionality for everyone. By evaluating
complete street networks, the larger system of public assets can
be leveraged to enhance mobility performance for every use.
The role of adjacent streets (Pikes Peak and Cucharras Avenues),
alleyways, intersecting streets, and trails should be evaluated
for their role in supporting the District and the neighborhoods.
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For example, can these streets serve a different primary function
or user than Colorado Avenue and be focused on pedestrian or
bicycle users? How does that role support goals for economic
opportunity within the District?
Another example is the intersecting streets crossing Colorado
Avenue. Does each intersection require a signal, or even left
turns? The traffic analysis indicates this may be possible. Can the
streets around Bancroft park be reconfigured to maintain current
access and enhance pedestrian mobility and better leverage the
park as an asset? For example, reconfiguring Colbrunn and 24th
as one-way curbless streets could enhance the Park’s connectivity
to businesses and help create the place desired by the District for
this landmark

Focus on District, Neighborhood, and Corridor Goals
Bancroft Park and other neighborhood assets
provide cornerstones and catalysts for a
successful plan.

Old Colorado City is a home to residents,
a livelihood for many business owners,
and a regional attraction for visitors.

This study identified opportunities where the types of investments
discussed above could provide benefit in pursuit of project goals
for mobility, parking, and economic opportunity. However, the
study team recognized that such investments and the changes they
bring, requires a common vision with broad support to be
successful. This objective of this study focused on a three-block
segment of a larger corridor, surrounded by a variety of
neighborhoods and contexts. Stakeholders recognized that any
changes to Colorado Avenue in the study area had wider
ranging impacts and a common vision was eclipsed by these
larger questions.
To establish a common vision and enlist the support needed for
sustainable change, a next steps study should focus on first
identifying specific goals of the District and neighborhood, and
for the larger corridor. These goals should be wide ranging to
aspirations for mobility, community character, economics, and
quality of life. Development of these goals in partnership with
the District, neighborhoods, and other stakeholders will facilitate
the decisions necessary to see solutions implemented that effect
the desired changes.

Neighborhood Planning
The recommended next step from this study is to
build on the issues, consideration, and opportunities
identified. The development of an area or
neighborhood plan through a robust and engaged
public process would help identify the goals and
the great ideas necessary to create and implement
a vision for Old Colorado City, the health and
wealth of its residents and businesses, and its
connection to the larger community. This plan can
provide an integrated strategy for transportation,
land use, parking, and corridor character. The City
of Colorado Springs is currently completing a
similar effort in the North Nevada Corridor. This
effort includes a Neighborhood Master Plan and a
Transportation Subplan that supports it.
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